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ABSTRACT
Contrary to the “classic” Internet architecture familiar to most people, today’s Internet is a composition of a wide variety of networks.
The IP protocol suite offers a general-purpose network design with
a widely available implementation; as such, it is re-used to design
and implement networks with many different purposes. Compositional architecture explains how, despite the fact that IP has not
changed significantly since 1993, the Internet has evolved to meet
many new requirements and challenges since then. In this paper
we introduce a new and principled model for describing Internet
architecture, and give many examples of its validity. We also explain
how the model can help us facilitate innovation through interoperation and evolution, re-use successful solution patterns, and verify
trustworthy network services.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1992, the explosive growth of the World Wide Web began. The
architecture of the Internet was commonly described as having four
layers above the physical media, each providing a distinct function:
a “link” layer providing local packet delivery over heterogeneous
physical networks, a “network” layer providing best-effort global
packet delivery across autonomous networks all using the Internet
Protocol (IP), a “transport” layer providing communication services
such as reliable byte streams (TCP) and datagram service (UDP),
and an “application” layer. In 1993 the last major change was made
to this “classic” Internet architecture [10]; since then the scale and
economics of the Internet have precluded further changes to IP
[11].
A lot has happened in the world since 1993. The overwhelming
success of the Internet has created many new uses and challenges
that were not anticipated by its original architecture:
• Today, most networked devices are mobile.
• There has been an explosion of security threats.
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Figure 1: Headers of a typical packet in the AT&T backbone
network. Headers lower in the diagram are outermost in the
actual packet.

• Most of the world’s telecommunication infrastructure and
entertainment distribution has moved to the Internet.
• Cloud computing was invented to help enterprises manage
the massive computing resources they now need.
• The IPv4 32-bit address space has been exhausted, but IPv6
has not yet taken over the bulk of Internet traffic.
• In a deregulated, competitive world, network providers control costs by allocating resources dynamically, rather than
provisioning networks with static resources for peak loads.
Here is a conundrum. The Internet is meeting these new challenges
fairly well, yet neither the IP protocol suite nor the way that experts
describe the Internet has changed significantly since 1993. Figure 1
shows the headers of a typical packet in the AT&T backbone [19],
giving us clear evidence that the challenges have been met by mechanisms well outside the limits of the classic Internet architecture.
In the classic description, no headers below HTTP except those
labeled “public Internet” and “Ethernet network” would exist.
In this paper we will present a new way of describing the Internet,
better attuned to the realities of networking today, and to meeting
the challenges of the future. Its central idea is that the architecture
of the Internet is a flexible composition of many networks—not just
the networks acknowledged in the classic Internet architecture, but
many other networks both above and below the public Internet
in a hierarchy of abstraction. For example, the headers in Figure 1
indicate that the packet is being transmitted through six networks
below the application system. Our model is as principled as the one
it replaces, so that we are not reduced to grappling with masses of
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useful formal models to support this work
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Why do we like P4?
by networking standards it is a high-level language
P4 is cutting-edge research with an active
community
plausibly, we can use P4 to describe generic
packet processing for the compositional model
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THIS IS WHAT I HAVE DONE
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the models may not look complex,
but debugging them has been
really hard

like basic, except that complexity has been
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frequently, I find an improvement by
working on one model, then have
to go back and apply the change to
all the other models

THIS IS WHAT I DREAM OF:
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DERIVATION OF UNIQUE.ALS FROM BASIC.ALS
basic.als

unique.als

sig Name, Node { }

sig Node { }

sig Network {
nodes: set Node,
names: set Name,
name: nodes -> names,
...
}

sig Network {
nodes: set Node,
...
}

name is an
indirect way
of referring
to a node
TO DERIVE:

drop “sig Name,” “names” and “name” fields
make substitutions:
Name

Node

names

nodes

name

identity function on Node

simplify expressions
remove tautologies

DERIVATION OF BASIC+TREE.ALS

tree.als extends unique.als

basic and minor sigs, facts
sig Network {
many fields }
{ constraints on fields }

take the union;
where named entities have
different declarations or
definitions, use the version from
basic.als because it is more
general than unique.als

predicates for named, interesting
properties like
Is_spanning_tree_network [w: Network]
pred Good_network_exists [w: Network]
{ all named predicates }
run Good_network_exists
assertions and checks of theorems

the types of Header.destination,
positiveReach, negativeReach
have changed;
when theorems from tree.als
using these relations, substitute
names for nodes
and the theorems are still valid!

ASK ME ABOUT . . .

ALLOY:
THE MISSING MANUALS

ALLOY: THE MISSING MANUALS
ALL ABOUT SOLVERS
which solver should I use?
how should I structure my model
—which has a big invariant—to
get useful unsat cores?

ALL ABOUT SEQUENCES
where do I find the libraries for the
three (I think) ways of modeling
sequences?
how do the three compare with
respect to notational simplicity,
contraindications, equality tests,
and other gotchas?
is it true that if a model manipulates
sequences, it must instantiate all
sequences?
could I please have a short but
complete example (include files,
sigs, etc.) for each style, so I don’t
have to figure it all out again each
time?

